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The varying relation of case and verbal agreement in the Ugric languages 

1. Goal  

As shown by Baker (2015) i.a., agreement and case assignment can be (i) interdependent, (ii) 

independent, or (iii) partially independent of each other. These parametric options appear to 

have random distribution across languages. This talk argues that the relation of case and 

agreement in the Ugric languages (Mansi, Khanty, and Hungarian) is not random. A strict 

correlation of case and agreement is attested in sentence structures displaying a fusion of 

grammatical functions and discourse roles. The encoding of these roles in distinct clausal 

domains separates the functions and licensing conditions of case and agreement, and cuts them 

free from each other. At the same time, elements of their former active correlation may survive 

in a frozen form, resulting in grammars with a partial correspondence between case and 

agreement morphology. Evidence will be presented suggesting that the conditions determining 

the relation of case and agreement in Ugric may have played a role in other languages, as well. 

It will be shown that dependent case theory can account for the whole range of variation in the 

relation of case and agreement.  

2. Correlation of case and agreemen: Eastern Mansi  

Eastern Mansi texts from 1868-1905 show this dialect, extinct by now, to be strict SOV, 

showing a fusion of the subject and primary topic roles. If the underlying subject is [-referential] 

and/or [-specific], the clause is passivized (1a,b). NP-movement raises the highest [+referential, 

+specific] argument into subject-topic position, where it elicits verbal agreement. In case it has 

inherent case (e.g. locative or lative (1b)), it undergoes case reassignment, assuming nominative 

(Kulonen 1989; cf. Richards 2013; Baker 2015:281-284).  

(1) a.  Näγ  kͻ-nǝ   tiγ   tat-wǝ-s-ǝn?  

you  who-by  here  bring-PASS-PAST-2SG  'Who brought you here?'  

      b.  Näγ tak  mujnēt-nǝ   jͻχt-w-ǝn.  

you so  guest.PL-by  come-PASS-2SG  'So guests come to you.'  

Eastern Mansi also displays a fusion of the object and secondary topic roles. Distributional 

evidence shows that focal objects are VP-internal, caseless, eliciting no agreement (2a). 

Familiar, topical objects occupy a VP-external secondary topic position accessible only to 

objects, where they elicit verbal agreement, and receive accusative case (2b) (Skribnik 2001; 

Virtanen 2014).  

(2) a.  kom  jowt-nyõõl wø-s              b.  õõw-mø   öät  kont-iil-øm  

man bow-arrow take-PAST-3SG         door-ACC  NEG  find-OBJ-1SG  

‘The man took a bow and an arrow’      ‘I don’t find the door.’  

In the Eastern Mansi sentence, topical subjects and topical objects land in the specifiers of a 

subject-topic phrase (SubjP) and an object-topic phrase (ObjP), two projections with both A 

and A' properties, the heads of which are realized as subject agreement and object agreement 

on the verb – see (3). Nominative case is assigned in Spec,SubjP, and accusative case is assigned 

in Spec,ObjP, i.e., spec-head agreement and case assignment target the same structural level. A 

similar sentence structure and similar patterns of agreement and case assignment have been 

reconstructed for Proto-Ugric, as well (É. Kiss 2017).  

(3)      SubjP  

   NP1       Subj'              vP and CP/SubjP are separate phases  for  case 

       ObjP      Subj [+Top]      assignment. If NP2 is focal, staying in  the  VP, 

   NP2       Obj'               NP2 and NP1 get unmarked  cases  in  separate 

       TP       Obj [+Top]      domains. If NP2 is secondary  topic,  NP1  and  

       vP     T                NP2 compete  for case in the CP/SubjP phase,  

   t1          v'               with  NP1 getting  unmarked   case   and   NP2  

       VP       v            receiving accusative. 

   t2        V'            



3. Independence of case and agreement: Hungarian  

Though early Old Hungarian displays relics of (3), the Hungarian sentence has been 'Topic 

Focus V XP*' since the late 12th century (É. Kiss 2014). The reinterpretation of the preverbal 

section as a purely A-bar domain independent of grammatical functions has led to the separation 

of case and agreement. Case encodes the thematically motivated hierarchy of arguments, 

determined in the vP phase. Agreement has preserved some correlation with discourse functions 

in a grammaticized form: the nominative NP, the most typical carrier of the topic role, nearly 

always elicits agreement on the verb (though Szabolcsi (2007) discusses infinitives with a 

nominative subject), whereas the accusative NP only triggers agreement if it is definite (a relic 

of the Proto-Ugric topicality condition):  

(4) a.  Mari  ír-Ø     egy dolgozat-ot.      b.  Mari  ír-ja-Ø      a  dolgozat-ot.  

Mary  write.3SG a    paper-ACC       Mary write-OBJ-SG   the paper-ACC  

'Mary is writing a paper.'           'Mary is writing the paper.'  

Generalized accusative marking is a consequence of the fact that the CP domain has become a 

pure A-bar domain, not affecting the cases determined by the thematically motivated argument 

hierarchy in the vP. In the terminology of Baker (2015: 149), the vP has become a soft phase, 

i.e., the case features fixed in the vP remain active in the derivation.  

4. Partial independence of case and agreement: the extant Khanty and Mansi dialects  
In most of the extant Khanty and Mansi dialects, SOV word order and the fusion of discourse 

roles and grammatical functions is still a strong tendency, but the influence of Russian has 

loosened their strict correlation; SVO, OSV, and presentative VS orders have also appeared 

(Nikolaeva 1999: 57; Filchenko 2007: 362). This indicates that structure (3) is giving way to a 

Hungarian-type structure. The roles 'subject' and 'primary topic' are still mostly fused, and 

nominative is assigned to the NPs that elicit subject agreement on the verb. Object-verb 

agreement, too, still follows the pattern inherited from Proto-Ugric: an object elicits agreement 

iff it is topic. Accusative marking, however, is independent of agreement; objects represented 

by the inherently topical personal and demonstrative pronouns are always case-marked (5a), 

whereas objects represented by lexical NPs are always caseless (5b):  

(5)a. Vera ʌüw-at   wū-ʌ-təɣ.              b.  Vera Masha wū-ʌ-təɣ.  

   Vera she-ACC know-PRS-OBJ.3SG        Vera Masha know-PRS-OBJ.3SG 

   'Vera knows her.'                 'Vera knows Masha.'  

We interpret these facts as generalized accusative marking, where the accusative morpheme has 

a -t allomorph on pronouns and a null allomorph on lexical NPs. Accusative marking has been 

generalized to all objects because the fusion of the object and secondary topic roles has been 

lost, and the object role has come to be associated with Spec,VP alone. vP has become a soft 

phase.  

5. Conclusion  

In the Ugric languages, case assignment operates in tandem with agreement as a result of the 

fusion of discourse roles and grammatical functions, or as a frozen relic of such a fusion. 

Agreement serves to cross-reference the predicate with the topic(s) or with the most typical 

topic exponent(s) - as claimed by Givón (1975) and Dalrymple & Nikolaeva (2011). Case 

represents the thematically motivated hierarchy of arguments. These functions systematically 

correlate in sentence structures where projections can simultaneously encode both a discourse 

role and a grammatical function. If discourse roles and grammatical functions are encoded 

separately, case and agreement are independent, though they often preserve relics of their 

former correlation. Such relics will also be pointed out in the Indo-European languages, where 

objects represented by NP types high on the topicality scale – pronouns (versus lexical NPs), 

+human NPs, or masculine and feminine (versus neutral) NPs – are more likely to be 

morphologically marked than objects represented by less topical NP types.  


